
 
 
NEWS RELEASE  
 

Fandifi Partners with Dziki Warsaw 

Vancouver, British Columbia – June 1, 2023 – Fandifi Technology Corp. (CSE: FDM) (OTC: 
FDMSF) (FRANKFURT: TQ4) ("Fandifi" or the "Company") is pleased to announce that it has 
entered into partnership with Dziki Warszawa (“Dziki”) of the Polska Liga Koszykowki SA 
(“PLK”) for the upcoming 2023-2024 season. 

Since the rollout of improvements to the Fandifi platform, Fandifi and Dziki conducted 
numerous tests matches as Dziki advanced through the playoffs.  During these pilots, 
conducted at both home and away matches, Fandifi facilitated:  

- real-time fan engagement through presentation of statistical and in-game fan trivia 
- real-time non-intrusive advertising capabilities 
- real-time sponsorship activation capabilities 
- custom reporting 
- custom fan reward programs 
 
This testing culminated in the Championship match where Fandifi employed an in-arena QR 
code activation campaign resulting in nearly 10% engagement with the live audience. The 
winner of the Fandifi activation received a team-signed championship jersey for their 
participation. For everyone who participated they all received a link to download an 
Augmented Reality version of the trophy via another secondary activation with Imagine AR, 
another Canadian based firm.  
 
“First off, I would like to congratulate the entire Dziki Warszawa organization on their 
championship run this season, which culminated in their promotion to Ekstraklasa.  Being 
able to demonstrate the value proposition of the Fandifi platform in a top-tier sporting 
event is a significant milestone in our march toward commercialization.  I’d like to point out 
the invaluable assistance of our advisor Ryan McCumber who not only introduced us to the 
team at Dziki but also to Mr. Bernhard Otterstein, President of the Polish Canadian Chamber 
of Commerce,” states David Vinokurov, Fandifi CEO and President. 
 
“At the Polish Canadian Chamber of Commerce, we are excited to look for ways to support 
Fandifi, a Canadian publicly-traded company, in exploring the multitude of opportunities 
presented by partnering with dozens of Polish professional sports teams. With its innovative 
solutions and dedication to enhancing fan experiences, Fandifi is poised for success in the 
sports entertainment sector in Poland. We are excited by the prospect of supporting Fandifi 
in growing alongside Polish business opportunities, fostering strategic partnerships, and 
showcasing cutting edge Canadian solutions in the dynamic Polish sports market,” states 
Mr. Otterstein “Through our extensive network, the Polish Canadian Chamber of Commerce 
is committed to nurturing partnerships, facilitating growth, and fostering journeys of 
collaboration and success between the Polish and Canadian business communities.” 
 



 

About Fandifi Technology Corp. 

Fandifi is a crowd based and system generated prediction fan engagement platform. The Fandifi 
platform runs on associated neural networks tailor-made for content creators to increase 
gamification of their content and enable fan engagement within their communities regardless of the 
form of distribution. Whether Esports, Sports or any type of broadcast or streamed content, Fandifi 
is revolutionizing the way fans interact with their favourite content. With its innovative features and 
monetization opportunities, Fandifi is poised to become the go-to platform for content creators 
looking to engage with their audience and sponsors.   

About Dziki Warszawa 
Dziki Warszawa is a Polish professional basketball team since 2017.  The team has recently been 
promoted to Polska Liga Koszykowki S.A. after playing in the Suzuki First Division the last two 
seasons.  Dziki Warszawa was born digital and innovation is at the core of everything the club does.  
The team’s aspirations are to be invited as an expansion EuroLeague Basketball team and become a 
legendary powerhouse of basketball in Europe. 
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DISCLAIMER: 

Certain statements made herein may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities laws (“forward 
looking statements”). Often, but not always, forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “budgets”, 
“scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, or “believes” or the negatives or thereof. Forward-looking statements by their nature are 
based on assumptions and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results to be materially 
different from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. We have made certain assumptions, which our management believes to 
be reasonable, about the forward-looking statements and the ongoing performance advantages of the Company’s platform in comparison with existing 
or future competitive offerings, and the future growth of the market in which we compete. However, we can provide no assurance that the forward-
looking statements will prove to be accurate. Furthermore, should one or more of the risks, uncertainties or other factors materialize, or should 
underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in forward-looking statements. Accordingly, you should 
not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements or information contained herein. Important additional information identifying risks and 
uncertainties and other factors is contained in the section entitled “Risk and Uncertainties” in the Company’s most recent Management Discussion and 
Analysis filed on SEDAR. 

Except as required by law, we do not intend to update forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

 


